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We discuss the interplay among theory, molecular simulations, and electric conductance experiments as an
important tool for the extraction of ion-pair interaction potentials to make possible the bridging of the density
gap between the lowest experimentally attainable conductance measurement and the theoretically acceptable
zero-density limit of the ion-pair association constant. The density dependence of the Na+ · · ·Cl- pair
association constant in ultrasupercritical (USC) steam environments is predicted by a constraint molecular
dynamics simulation over state conditions relevant to the new generation of USC steam power plants. Finally,
we draw attention to relevant modeling challenges associated with the behavior of these systems around the
zero-density limit, discuss ways to overcome the drawbacks of traditional log Ka-log F models, and illustrate
the case with an explicit quartic (F)1/2-polynomial representation for log Ka.

1. Introduction

The new generation of steam power plants targets ≈ 45 %
efficiency by raising its operating conditions up to 760 °C and
37.9 MPa,1 that is, into the regime of the so-called ultrasuper-
critical (USC) steam. The need for these rather extreme
operating conditions is the result of increasingly larger energy
demand and simultaneously more stringent environmental
requirements toward the substantial reduction of CO2 emissions.

USC aqueous solutions are obviously extreme environments
characterized by relatively small dielectric permittivities whose
thermophysical and chemical properties are exceptionally dif-
ficult to measure and, consequently, not well-understood.2,3

Therefore, we are confronted with at least two important issues
when dealing with processes involving USC environments: (a)
the presence of even trace levels of ionic species from water
impurities or chemical additives might trigger undesirable solid
deposition,4 and (b) the aqueous chemistry resulting from the
interaction of USC steam with solid substrates, with metal
corrosion as a potential consequence, is either mostly unknown
or poorly understood.5

To appreciate the relevance of these two issues in the context
of energy production, we must recall that our ability to control
the chemistry of the steam cycle can have a profound impact
on the ion-association equilibria, corrosion rate, solids deposi-
tion, and the potential manipulation of dissolution-precipitation
processes. Furthermore, to understand the process of formation
and stability of metal oxide layers (i.e., corrosion), we must
account accurately for the actual species present whose chem-
istry depends directly on the thermophysical properties of the
USC steam at the inhomogeneous solid-fluid interfacial region.
To fulfill this requirement, we must develop predictive tools
and experimental techniques able to capture ion speciation.

The two most frequently used approaches for the description
of high temperature/pressure aqueous electrolytes solutions are
equations of state (EoS) and empirical engineering correlations,6

though neither one by itself has been successful in modeling
the speciation behavior of simple aqueous electrolytes solutions.
Typically the high-temperature EoS representations of simple
aqueous systems invoke negligible contributions from speciation
(i.e., all ions are assumed as paired entities),6-8 and conse-
quently, their heat of dilution predictions are rather poor.9,10

This outcome has prompted the (empirical, ad hoc, or otherwise)
incorporation of association models into the Anderko-Pitzer
EoS7 to account for ion speciation in the thermodynamic
descriptions of low-dielectric aqueous electrolyte systems.

Regardless of the chosen thermodynamic modeling approach,
its reliability as an accurate descriptor of ion speciation in
aqueous electrolyte systems will depend crucially on the validity
of the underlying hypotheses and approximations,9,11,12 and
consequently, we must have or provide tools to either validate
them or guide their selection. With these in mind the ultimate
objective was to develop and apply an approach encompassing
the interplay among electric conductance measurements, theory,
and molecular-based simulations to predict the ion-pair associa-
tion behavior in USC steam over a wide range of solvent
densities, including the zero-density limit. In its pursuit we will
(a) discuss the adequacy (or lack thereof) of available param-
etrization of the ion-pair force fields to describe the actual ion-
pair behavior in steam, (b) use the resulting optimized force-
field parametrization to study the ion-pair association along USC
isotherms, (c) discuss the failure of primitive models based on
dielectrically screened electrostatics in the description of ion-
pair association in steam environments, and finally (d) highlight
some challenging features in the isothermal-density behavior
of the ion association in extreme steam environments that make
accurate modeling more difficult.

To address these tasks we first discuss in Section 2 our
philosophy behind the interplay among electric conductance,
theory, and simulations, including some outstanding issues with
current ion-pair force fields. In Section 3 we present a brief
description of the simulation method underlying the molecular-
based prediction of ion-pair association constants and discuss
the parametrization of the ion-pair force field. Then, in Section
4 we present the predicted isothermal-density behavior of the
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Na+ · · ·Cl- ion-pair association density results with a discussion
of some relevant findings. We conclude in Section 5 with some
observations about outstanding issues regarding the modeling
of these challenging systems and what the future holds.

2. Interplay among Electrical Conductance, Theory,
and Molecular Simulations

The pioneering experimental work on ion association in steam
by Ölander and Liander,13 Sourirajan and Kennedy,14 Martynova
et al.,15-17 Khaibullin and Borisov,18 Styrikovich et al.,19

Lukashov et al.,20 and the more recent studies of Pitzer,11,21,22

Alekhin and Vakulenko,23 and Bischoff et al.24 among others,
have provided a wealth of data for correlation purposes.
Traditionally, this experimental information has been gathered
from solubility measurements13-19,25 and electric conductance
measurements of dilute alkali halides.20,26-30 The latter provides
a direct route to the association constant usually supplemented
by calorimetric,31,32 isopiestic,33,34 and volatility measurements35,36

to facilitate the interpretation of the observed behavior. With
the recent advances in the electric conductance methodology
involving flow-through cells,30,37 the association behavior for
alkali halides at liquid-like densities can be considered
well-established.30,38,39 However, our understanding of the
speciation phenomena for these electrolytes at low subcritical
densities is still rather deficient, because this region has been
typically unattainable by most experimental methodologies40 and
generally most measurements provide little insight into the
system’s microscopic behavior.41

In search for such a molecular-level understanding we have
demonstrated over the years how molecular simulations of high
temperature/pressure aqueous electrolyte solutions can be used
to shed light on the ion association phenomena and provide
accurate predictions of the corresponding constants.3,42-47 In
fact, molecular simulation has become an unmatched tool for
the full characterization of the dielectric behavior of aqueous
electrolyte solutions and their solvation microstructure and,
consequently, the evaluation of ion-pair formation whose
molecular-based interpretation will ultimately guide the devel-
opment of successful macroscopic correlations.48,49

As we have recently argued,3 the new design of the flow-
through electric conductance apparatus is the most versatile and
promising tool currently available to constrain the speciation
characterization of USC steam environments. This technique
allows for electric conductance measurements at ion concentra-
tions as low as 10-6 mol ·kg-1 (below 10-7 mole fraction) and,
because of the extremely low ionic strengths, the determination
of the corresponding ionic mobilities without the need for
questionable extrapolation of the results obtained at higher
concentrations. To take full advantage of these new capabilities
and simultaneously retrieve accurate microscopic information
about ions in steam environments that are essential for the
ultimate development of molecular-based engineering modeling
of USC systems, we have recently suggested and implemented
an integrated molecular simulation-electric conductance ap-
proach.3

The main idea behind the interplay hinges around the
parametrizations of the force field for the steam-mediated
Na+ · · ·Cl- interactions, which are able to describe the corre-
sponding association constant at the two extreme solvent
environments for which we have reliable data. These are the
zero-density limit (i.e., the condition where the aqueous
environment behaves as an ideal gas system for which we have
the JANAF tables;50 for a detailed description of the ideal-gas
ion-pairs please see the Pitzer’s pioneering work11) and the

liquid-like densities (for which we have data from our own
electric conductance-based measurements30,51). To bridge the
gap between the zero-density limiting-behavior of the association
constant Ka for a salt M+X-, determined through the JANAF
tabulations,50 and that corresponding to the lowest density
conditions accessible to current conductance experiments, we
invoke the following limiting behavior,46

lim
Ff0

Ka ) Ka
IG ) 4π exp[-φM+X-(r2)/kTε0] ·

∫0

r2 exp{∫0

r
fM+X-(r', F ) 0)r2 dr'/kT}r2 dr (1)

where the superscript IG denotes the “ideal gas” solvent,
φM+X-(r2) is the direct intermolecular interaction for the ion pair
at the point of anchorage r2, and fM+X-(r,F) represents the mean
force exerted on the ion pair separated by a distance r when
surrounded by a zero-density solvent resulting in a dielectric
constant ε0 ) 1.

Despite the existence of numerous sets of force-field
(Lennard-Jones) parametrizations for the Na+ · · ·Cl- pair,52 they
mostly fail to predict the temperature dependence of the zero-
density (ideal gas solvent) association constant, Ka

IG(T), according
to the values in the JANAF tables50 as illustrated in Figure 1.
Although this failure might appear as a setback, it actually
creates an opportunity to direct the optimization of the ion pair’s
Lennard-Jones parameters to accurately predict Ka

IG(T). The
result of this optimization is shown in Figure 2 where we plot
the curve of the optimized Lennard-Jones parameters εNaCl/k
versus σNaCl together with the corresponding sets based on
currently used parametrization from the literature.52 This
comparison indicates for example that, with the exception of
AMBER-199953 and GROMOS54 whose force fields fall close
to the optimized values, most known parametrizations for
φNaCl(r) exhibit considerable scatter within the εNaCl/k - σNaCl

plane. This outcome can be better understood if we recall that
individual parametrizations usually target different properties
during the regression process (including solvation free energies55

and hydration numbers56 at normal conditions), that is, we
should not expect them to become fully transferable force fields.
More importantly, the suggested optimization does not provide
just a unique value for the force-field pair, but a continuum
function εNaCl/k ) J(σNaCl), that is, the optimized Lennard-Jones
parameters are coupled in a way that all (εNaCl/k, σNaCl) pairs
along the optimized curve will collapse (within the numerical
uncertainties of the calculations) into the same total ion-pair

Figure 1. Comparison between the predicted temperature dependence of
the Na+ · · ·Cl- pair association in the ideal gas limit by currently available
models and the JANAF tabulated values. The identification of the force
fields follows the acronyms given by Patra and Karttunen.52 From top to
bottom: JANAF, GROMOS, CHARMM-27, OPLS-84, AMBER-1999,
OPLS-AA, DANG-SMITH, CHARMM-22, and OPLS-2006.
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potential φNaCl(r) ) uLJ(r) + uCoul(r) as illustrated in Figure 3a-c.
In particular, note the significant disparate predictions by the
current models for the location and magnitude of the minimum
of φNaCl(r) in comparison with our optimized profile, Figure 3a,
which can be traced back to the corresponding Lennard-Jones
parametrizations. In fact, as we illustrate in Figure 3b, the
Lennard-Jones portion of most currently available Na+ · · ·Cl-

pair potentials52 describes rather disparate interaction strengths.
In that sense the optimized curve εNaCl/k ) J(σNaCl) depicted in
Figure 2 exhibits a similar behavior with an important caveat
as shown in Figure 3c, that is, each of the optimized
Lennard-Jones potentials collapses into a single φNaCl(r) curve
when added to the corresponding Coulombic contributions.

Clearly, the issue here is how to select a particular force-
field set from the optimized curve, that is, one that could
simultaneously predict accurately not only Ka

IG(T) but also the
corresponding Ka(T, F > 0), where the latter involves both the
direct and the steam-mediated ion-pair interactions. These steam-
mediated interactions, described in terms of ion-solvent pair
potentials, are typically estimated as (geometric, arithmetic, or
a combination of both) mean values of the corresponding
ion-ion and solvent-solvent parameters (i.e., the so-called
combining rules).

The procedure we have used here is as follows. Because the
Lennard-Jones parameters for the Cl-Cl pair interactions are
the most consistently obtained (smaller variability) in the
literature,52 we use this pair in conjunction with the JANAF-
based optimized Na-Cl pair and the conventional Lorentz-
Berthelot combining rules to estimate the remaining Lennard-
Jones parameters for the O-Cl and the O-Na interactions that
will predict Ka(T, F > 0) in close agreement with that from our
electric conductivity measurements.30 After a few trials57

involving the TIP4P-2005 water model58 we chose the parameter
sets given in Table 1.

3. Molecular-Based Prediction of Ion-Pair Association
Constants

The first ingredients needed for the prediction of ion-pair
association are, as discussed in the previous section, the properly
parametrized force fields for the precisely defined model system
representing an infinitely dilute aqueous electrolyte solution. The
simulation approach for the prediction of ion-pair association
constants has been extensively described elsewhere42,44,45,59 (for
a comprehensive recent review on ion association in supercritical
aqueous systems also see Guardia et al.60). Basically, this
molecular-based route provides the radial profiles of the
infinitely dilute ion-pair potential of mean force (PMF), whose

volume integration defines the association constant and the
corresponding equilibrium constant between ion-pair configura-
tions (see for example Appendix A of ref 45). Moreover, to
assess explicitly the “solvent effect” on the strength of the ion-
pair association we utilize eq 1 to calculate the isothermal ratio
(Ka/Ka

IG)T,

Figure 2. Optimized energy and size parameters for the Na+ · · ·Cl- pair
interactions in comparison with those from currently available models also
plotted in Figure 1.

Figure 3. (a) Radial dependence of the total Na+ · · ·Cl- pair potentials,
φNaCl(r) ) uLJ(r) + uCoul(r), as predicted by currently available models in
comparison with the optimized one. From right to left: optimized,
GROMOS, CHARMM-27, OPLS-84, AMBER-1999, DANG-SMITH,
OPLS-AA, OPLS-2006, and CHARMM-22. (b) Lennard-Jones pair
potential contributions as predicted by available force fields in comparison
with the corresponding Coulombic and optimized total potentials and (c)
Lennard-Jones pair potential contributions as predicted by the optimized
Lennard-Jones pair potentials of Figure 2 in comparison with the
corresponding Coulombic and optimized total potentials. Each LJ-labeled
curve corresponds to a particular σNaCl - εNaCl pair along the optimized
curve from Figure 2. The addition of any of these uLJ(r) curves to the
Coulombic term uCoul(r) collapses into the same φNaCl(r) (thick line).

Table 1. Lennard-Jones Parameters Used in This Work

pair interaction εij/k/K σij/Å

NaCla 47.7 3.096
ONa 62.9 2.459
OCl 70.68 3.779

a JANAF-based optimization.
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Ka

Ka
IG

) exp[-�M+X-(r2)(ε
-1 - ε0

-1)

kT ] ·

[ ∫0

r2 exp{∫r2

r
fM+X-(r', F)r2 dr'/kT}r2 dr

∫0

r2 exp{∫r2

r
fM+X-(r', F ) 0)r2 dr'/kT}r2 dr] (2)

through the determination of radial profiles of the mean force,
fM+X-(r, F), and the explicit evaluation of the dielectric constant
of the pure solvent, ε, at the prevailing state conditions.

In this assessment we conducted isothermal-isochoric mo-
lecular dynamics simulations involving 254 water molecules
and the ion pair, along three USC isotherms, that is, T ) (1073,
1173, and 1273) K, and within the density range of 0.0 e F
(g · cm-3) e 0.80, according to the methodology described
elsewhere.44,45 Each state condition required 40 to 45 constraint-
dynamics runs, whose trajectories spanned between (0.4 and
1.6) ns after equilibration to calculate the time averages of the
ion-ion and solvent-induced ion-pair contributions to the mean
force, as well as the equivalent constraint-force counterpart.61

For illustration purposes in Figure 4 we display the simulated
profiles for the two contributions to the Na+ · · ·Cl- mean force
and the resulting PMF at the USC condition of F ) 0.6 g · cm-3

and T ) 1273 K. The equivalence between the two mean-force
approaches, that is, “blue-moon” versus “constraint-force”, is
clearly substantiated on the top of Figure 4 and confirms the
internal consistency of the resulting profiles. By integration of
the mean-force profiles we subsequently obtain first the PMF’s
and, after invoking eqs 1 and 2, the corresponding Ka as
described in detail in ref 46.

In the lower part of Figure 4 we also include a direct comparison
between the actual PMF profile and that predicted by the primitive
model counterpart based on a continuum dielectric solvent (i.e.,
the so-called Born approximation62), characterized by the dielectric
permittivity of the model steam that attenuates the electrostatic
Na+ · · ·Cl- pair interactions. This comparison features the typical
shape of the PMF profiles, that is, exhibiting (a) a well-defined
first valley and a subtler second valley describing the contact ion
pair (CIP) and the steam-shared ion pair (SShIP) configurations,
respectively, when involving the explicit atomistic description of
the steam, and (b) a single valley shifted toward larger contact
ion-pair distances and the asymptotic approach to the explicit-steam

PMF profile for ion-pair distances beyond that of the SShIP. The
modeling implications of this behavior will be addressed in the
Discussion Section below.

4. Discussion of Simulation Results

In this section we discuss the predicted isothermal-density
and isochoric-temperature behavior of the Na+ · · ·Cl- pair
association constant and the corresponding degrees of dissocia-
tion in USC steam environments. For comparison purposes we
also consider some recently reported data along three other USC
isotherms to highlight some relevant features including the
change of the isothermal-density dependence, the occurrence
of a temperature crossover, and its modeling implications.

In Figure 5 we compare the predicted density dependence of
log Ka along two sets of USC isotherms, that is, 773e T/Ke 973
from our previous work3 and 1073e T/Ke 1273 from the current
work. There are two significant features in this figure: (a) the
obvious strong isothermal-density dependence exhibited by log Ka,
that is, a change of about 20 to 35 orders of magnitude as the
steam density increases from (0.0 to 0.8) g ·cm-3, and (b) the
presence of an isochoric-temperature crossover for the isotherms
773 e T/K e 973, described as a change of sign in the isochoric
temperature-derivative (∂ log Ka/∂T)F at F× ≈ 0.04 g ·cm-3, and
its apparent absence for the isotherms in the range 1073 e T/K e
1273. Interestingly, we should note that Liu et al.2 have also
predicted such a crossover through the modeling of their ab initio
free energy perturbation simulations of five state points along the
723 K and 973 K isotherms (see their Figure 4). Although we can
confirm the occurrence of the crossover, we have no molecular or
other basis to either support or justify the existence of a unique
crossover point, that is, at F×.

To gain some understanding of such a peculiar behavior, we
display the isochoric-(inverse) temperature dependence of log
Ka in Figure 6 along the six studied densities. It becomes
immediately clear that these isochors exhibit quasi-linear T-1

dependence whose slopes go from flat or slightly negative,
(∂ log Ka/∂T-1)F e 0 at liquid-like densities, to strongly positive
(∂ log Ka/∂T-1)F > 0 for the zero-density limit. Moreover, the
transition between these two extreme cases manifests as a slight
curvature of the originally quasi-linear behavior clearly seen
for the F ) 0.05 g · cm-3 isochor (this feature will be illustrated

Figure 4. Radial profile of (a) the direct and solvent-mediated contributions
to the mean force and the corresponding constraint-force counterpart and
(b) the resulting PMF in comparison with the corresponding primitive model
for the Na+ · · ·Cl- pair at T ) 1273 K and F ) 0.6 g · cm-3.

Figure 5. Density dependence of the Na+ · · ·Cl- pair association constant
along six supercritical isotherms. Arrows in (a) indicate the direction of
increasing temperature to highlight the occurrence of a crossover between
0 < F < 0.05 g · cm-3. Lines are given by the fitting expressions 8 and 9
discussed in the main text.
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further in the final section below). This transition between
positive and negative slopes would imply that the alleged
crossover must occur over the entire range of temperatures under
investigation. The fact that we do not apparently capture it in
the predictions of Figure 5b has to do with the relatively small
isochoric-temperature or isothermal-density effect on log Ka

around the crossover density.
Because USC steam typically exhibits a relatively low

dielectric permittivity, a recurrent question concerns the actual
solvation power of steam, that is, its ability to keep the ion pair
dissociated at these extreme environments. To gain insight into
the behavior of steam as a solvent, and subsequently to answer
the previous question, we first use eq 2 to assess the solvent
effect on the Ka along USC isotherms as illustrated in Figure 7.
These isotherms can then be reinterpreted in terms of the degree
of ion-pair dissociation, R, and its relative strength with respect
to the corresponding ideal-gas solvent counterpart, RIG, as
illustrated in Figure 8a,b for a total salt concentration of 10-6

mol ·L-1.
Figure 7 indicates that the buildup of steam density along

USC isotherms has a substantially large effect on the relative
stability of the individual ions that translates into a (7 to 23)
orders of magnitude enhancement of the association constant
over that of the corresponding ideal gas counterpart, when the
steam density reaches 0.05 g · cm-3 within the range of USC
isotherms. Note that this enhancement is comparable to that
corresponding to the systems when the steam density is
increased from 0.05 g · cm-3 to the liquid-like value of 0.8
g · cm-3. The significance of such a behavior becomes high-
lighted in Figure 8a,b, where the zero-density limit Na+ · · ·Cl-

pairs are fully associated CIPs, that is, R < 10-7 (top graph),

while an increase of just 0.05 g · cm-3 from that limiting
condition translates into a 103 to 105 enhancement of the ion-
pair dissociation for 1073 e T/K e 1273 (bottom graph). In
comparison, the corresponding enhancement along 773 e T/K
e 973 is about 106 to 1010 as illustrated elsewhere,3 that is, an
indication of the remarkable solvation power exhibited by steam
even at these extreme steam conditions and the origin of most
modeling difficulties.

The solvation behavior of the dissociated pair at a representa-
tive extreme condition is clearly depicted in Figure 9 in terms
of the radial distribution functions for the ion-water interactions.
By recalling the formal definition of these distribution functions
as gIO

∞ (r) ) FIO
∞ (r)/FO

bulk we can conclude that the relative stability
of the dissociated ion pairs are linked to the rather strong
interactions of the ions with the steam that gives rise to
significant inhomogeneous local steam density around the ions,
that is, strong hydration, that hinders the close encounter of
ion-counterion and potential formation of ion pairs. It is
precisely this ion solvation behavior that works against the use
of dielectric-based models for the description and interpretation

Figure 6. Isochoric-temperature dependence of the Na+ · · ·Cl- pair as-
sociation constant at USC conditions from simulation.

Figure 7. Isothermal-density dependence of the Na+ · · ·Cl- pair association
constant relative to the corresponding zero-density limit Ka

IG.

Figure 8. Density dependence of (a) the degree of Na+ · · ·Cl- pair
dissociation along three USC isotherms and (b) their ratio to the corre-
sponding ideal-gas counterpart for a total salt concentration co ) 10-6

mol ·L-1.

Figure 9. Comparison between the steam local environment around the
free ion and counterion at infinite dilution in terms of the corresponding
radial distribution functions of the ion-water site interactions at T ) 1073
K and F ) 0.05 g · cm-3.
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of ion-pair association in aqueous (and particularly steam)
environments. Because these primitive models portray the steam
environment implicitly as a uniform continuum dielectric, where
the ion-counterion Coulombic interactions are accounted for
by dielectrically screened electrostatics and usually without
excluded volume contributions, they are not consistent with the
physical reality depicted by Figure 9. Central to such behavior
are the steam compressibility, the concomitant strong ion
electrostriction, and the potential dielectric saturation that cannot
be ignored in the modeling of these extreme environments.46,63

In fact, earlier permittivity measurements64 confirmed the local
alteration of the solvent dielectric near ions that translates into
a change in the equilibrium ion-pair distance and, consequently,
a change in the strength of the resulting dipole moment. On
the basis of these observations, Barthel65 proposed a semiphe-
nomenological modeling approach to ion-pair association with
the inclusion of short-range interactions for which the “fully
electrostatic” models of Fuoss66 and Bjerrum,67 as well as their
modifications,68 become special cases, that is, when invoking
infinite dilution and no short-range excluded volume interactions.

Note that, even when including the short-range van der Waals
interactions in the description of the ion-pair PMF, the use of the
primitive model (embodied in the dielectrically attenuated elec-
trostatic interactions) provides a significantly inaccurate prediction
for the ion-pair association constant in steam media. For instance,
in Figure 10 we illustrate this point by comparing the predicted
ion-pair PMF at 1273 K for a liquid-like and a steam-like density
according to the atomistic and primitive description of the aqueous
environment. In addition to the obvious stabilization of the CIP
configuration (at ≈ 2.4 Å) with decreasing steam density, this
picture highlights (a) the presence of a weak SShIP at ≈ 4.3 Å,
(b) the inability of the primitive model to account for an SShIP
configuration, and (c) the failure to predict the proper location and
strength of the CIP configuration.

Alternatively, through consideration of the Born-type equa-
tions,69 we can ask what the field-dependent, as opposed to the
uniform, dielectric permittivity should look like for the primitive
model in Figure 10 to agree with the corresponding atomistic
model predictions, that is, the profile εapparent(r) that satisfies the
condition PMF(r) ) uNaCl

LJ (r) - e2/rεapparent(r). This issue is
addressed in Figure 11, where the oscillatory behavior of the
calculated “apparent” dielectric profile follows closely the
location of the ion-pair configurations, where the actual
polarization does not respond to the homogeneous environment
invoked by the Born equation. Note however that, by construc-
tion, the predictions of this atomistic model approach asymptoti-

cally those of the corresponding primitive models at the zero-
density limit (see eqs 1 and 2).

5. Final Remarks

We integrated the use of theory, molecular simulations, and
electric conductance measurements (available at liquid-like density
conditions) for the extraction of accurate ion-pair interaction
potentials for the prediction of association constants within the
region of state conditions that are currently unattainable by electric
conductance experiments. Extensive molecular dynamics simula-
tions were performed to predict the isochoric-temperature and
isothermal-density behavior of the Na+ · · ·Cl- pair association
constant in extreme steam environments and bridge the density
gap between the lowest experimentally attainable conductance
measurement and the theoretically reachable zero-density limit of
the ion-pair association constant.

The simulation results highlighted some relevant modeling
challenges related to the peculiar behavior of these systems around
the zero-density limit, in particular, the occurrence of a temperature
crossover. The crossover behavior discussed and illustrated in
Figures 5 and 6 represents a challenging feature to account for in
the macroscopic modeling of ion association in steam. The
traditional log Ka-log F representations of the association
isotherms11,28,30,40,70,71 cannot accommodate the observed temper-
ature crossover and describe simultaneously the zero-density limit
predicted from the JANAF tables. To emphasize this point we
considered the following conventional description,40

log Ka ) A + B/T + (C - D/T)log F (3)

and set the necessary conditions for the alleged crossover to
occur at F ) F×, that is,

log Ka(Tn, F
×) ) log Ka(Tn+1, F

×) ≡ log Ka
× for any n

(4)

(∂ log Ka/∂T)Tn,F× ) (∂ log Ka/∂T)Tn+1,F× for any n

(5)

According to eq 3, eqs 4 and 5 are simultaneously satisfied when
the coefficients B and D are linked by the following condition,

B/D ) log F× (6)

Thus, under these constraints, eq 3 reduces to the following
regression expression,

log Ka ) log Ka
× + (C - D/T)log(F/F×) (7)

where log Ka
× is given by eq 4. In summary, eq 7 will provide

an expression to regress experimental data exhibiting the alleged

Figure 10. Comparison of the PMF radial profiles between the actual system
with explicit description of the steam environment and the corresponding
primitive solvent counterpart at T ) 1273 K for densities F ) 0.6 g · cm-3

and F ) 0.2 g · cm-3.

Figure 11. Profile of the apparent dielectric permittivity of steam required
by the primitive model to predict accurately the association constant along
T ) 1273 K at two different bulk steam densities.
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crossover. Note however that eq 7 or any alternative involving
a logarithmic dependence on a vanishing variable is unsuitable
for handling the zero-density limit and, consequently, of little
use for the current analysis of low-density steam environments
as already discussed elsewhere.3,46

Inspired by the cubic-spline interpolation scheme used
recently by Liu et al.2 we propose a well-behaved (particularly
as Ff0) and rather flexible quartic (F)1/2-polynomial representa-
tion for the ion-pair association constant in USC steam
environments, that is,

log Ka ) a(T) + b(T)F0.5 + c(T)F + d(T)F1.5 + e(T)F2

(8)

with the following temperature dependence for the density
coefficients,

�(T) ) �o + �1T
-1 + �2T

-2 for � ) (a, b, c, d, e)
(9)

so that,

log Ka
IG ) a(T) (10)

For illustration purposes only, we regressed our simulation
results through the proposed quartic polynomial, eq 8, whose
resulting fit is represented by the lines in Figure 5. On the basis
of this regression, we can now highlight the evolution of the
discussed slopes (∂ log Ka/∂T-1)F of Figure 6, along isochores
near the zero-density limit. For example, we note that
(∂ log Ka/∂T-1)F is always positive for steam densities F < 0.015
g · cm-3 and exhibits a positive-to-negative smooth transition
(that is, the condition for the existence of a temperature
crossover) for F > 0.01 g · cm-3. As the steam density approaches
liquid-like values, this transition becomes less evident as the
log Ka - T-1 relationship turns into a quasi-linear representation
with a very small negative slope (see Figure 12).

While the existence of this crossover has an enthalpic (or
entropic) interpretation whose significance can be exploited for
modeling purposes,3 it also suggests new questions regarding the
underlying microscopic mechanism whose answers might provide
insights toward the molecular-based understanding and subsequent
successful engineering modeling of ion association in steam
environments.

Finally, it is worth noting that similar ideas underlying the
discussed approach can in principle be applied to UV-visible
and IR spectroscopy.72,73 Moreover, while here we utilized

Na+ · · ·Cl- for illustration purposes, there are obviously other
relevant ionic species involved in the chemistry of steam power
generation and hydrothermal vents such as multivalent transition
metal ions. Because these systems follow stepwise ion-pair
formation, the proposed interplay could in principle be adapted
for the same purposes, though it has not been attempted yet.
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